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A selection of jargon, abbreviations and technical terms used in 3DayCar
Programme publications and presentations, with explanations on their origins,

meanings and applications

Term Explanation
A
Annualised hours Annualised hours working is a system whereby the period of time within which

employees must work is defined over a whole year, rather than a week or day.

ANX Automotive network exchange:  ANX is an online internet trading &
procurement application that promises instantaneous, low cost
communication. Ford and GM both launched their own versions late in 1999 in
the USA. Expected in Europe soon.

Appropriation The point at which responsibility for funding the full vehicle asset value
transfers from the Manufacturer to the Dealer. In the UK, appropriation occurs
between 30 and 180 days, the extended period being intended to allow UK
franchises to build stock prior to the unique UK registration peaks in demand.

B
Back-loading Utilising transport after a delivery has been made by picking up goods for the

return journey.

Banking time An arrangement whereby hours or days worked are 'banked' sometimes over
a year or more, to allow for extended paid leave.

Batch size of one Implies that production is sufficiently flexible that it can cope with a random
sequence of customer orders through out the system without creating waste.

Benzene Hydrocarbon produced in the incomplete combustion of fuel: known to cause
cancer.

Big picture mapping A specific visual approach designed to display at a high level the processes for
a major part or whole of an enterprise.

Bill of material A listing of all the subassemblies, intermediates, parts, and raw materials that
go into a parent assembly showing the quantity of each required to make an
assembly.  It is used in conjunction with the Master Production Schedule
(MPS) to determine the items for which purchase requisitions and production
orders must be released.

Block Exemption The term used to describe selective and exclusive distribution, which operates
in new car retailing in Europe.  The car retail sector (like many others)
receives an exemption from certain aspects of free competition enshrined in
the Treaty of Rome   It is being reviewed (and probably renewed but in a
different form) for implementation in 2002

Body-in-white store A buffer which holds unpainted car bodies

Bottom-up build A proposed new method of building cars where construction starts with the
floor-pan and the upper panels and roof are attached last.

BTO Build-to-order:  a car custom built to a customer's specific requirements

C
Capacity demand mapping Examines the ratio of capacity demanded to total capacity available. The

objective is to identify bottlenecks and constraints along the supply chain.

CFC Chlorofluorocarbons: gases implicated in destruction of the stratospheric
ozone layer as well as increased global warming.

Changeover The installation of a new type of tool in a metal working machine, a different
paint in a painting system, a new plastic resin and a new mold in an injection
machine, new software in a computer, and so on.  The term applies whenever
a production device is assigned to perform a different operation.
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Climate change levy Government energy tax designed to be revenue neutral by taxing electricity,

gas and coal and re-imbursing National Insurance Contributions.

CNG Compressed Natural Gas; alternative fuel with lower emissions than
conventional petrol and diesel.

CO Carbon monoxide; toxic to life, replaces oxygen in the respiratory system.

Composite vehicle body
Cross-docking A transport process where loads are exchanged as part of a journey / route

sharing operation.

Current state map A visual method of succinctly recording the key aspects of the current
structure and processes in the whole or any part of a supply chain.  (See Big
picture mapping).

Customer Relationship
Management

Marketing to individual, based on customer data, continual contact and direct
marketing, and creation of feedback on customer requirements

D
DCI Daily call in

Demand amplification Also termed the ‘Forrester Effect’:  system effect whereby demand variation
amplifies along the supply chain.

Demand smoothing or ‘Heijunka’: creating a smooth production level.

DFA   Design for assembly A systematic process primarily intended to reduce the costs of a product by
simplifying the process of assembly.

DFD   Design for disassembly A process of reducing the cost at the end-of-life of a product by considering
material separation, recyclability and disposal.

DFM   Design for Manufacture Simple and rapid assembly has an impact right through the manufacturing life
of a product. Component costs, cost/ease of assembly and support costs need
to be considered early in the design phase.

Demonstrator A vehicle which is used to demonstrate the product to the customer by the
dealer.  It is ordered as a demonstrator and registered by the dealer before
use, and sold on as a used car.  It is not, therefore, taken into account as
stock.  Courtesy Cars also come into this definition category.

Distribution centre A central location for holding stock within a market as a source for sales. The
stock may be owned by dealer or manufacturer

Distribution requirements
planning

The function of determining the need to replenish inventory at branch
warehouses.  A time-phased order point release is used where the planned
orders at the branch warehouse level are "exploded" via MRP logic to become
gross requirements on the supplying source.  In the case of multilevel
distribution networks, this explosion process can continue down through the
various levels of regional warehouses (master warehouse, factory warehouse,
etc.) and become input to the master production schedule.  Demand on the
supplying sources is recognised as dependent, and standard MRP logic applies.
More generally, replenishment inventory calculations which may be based on
other planning approaches such as period order quantities or "replace exactly
what was used", rather than being limited to the time-phased order point
approach.

E, F, G
E-Commerce Electronic Commerce: Describes the buying and selling of products, services

and information via any electronic or computer network, especially the
internet.

EDI Electronic data interchange:  A technology that enables electronic commerce.
A highly advanced form of networking, allowing interoperability between
disparate computer systems and networks.

ELV End-of-life vehicle: Brussels currently legislating to set minimum recovery
limits for scrap cars at 85% by 2006 and 95% by 2015.

EPOS Electronic Point of Sale data

ERP Enterprise resource planning:   The successor to MRPII. Encompasses what is
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referred to as the entire value chain of the enterprise, from sales & customer
management through to order fulfilment and delivery.

Flexi-time An arrangement whereby employees are required to work set core hours but
outside these times may choose when to start and finish work.

Flow The progressive achievement of tasks along the value stream so that a
product proceeds from design to launch, order to delivery, and raw materials
into the hands of the customer with no stoppages, scrap, or backflows.

Future state map A vision of a lean system which is used as the guide for the change process.

GHG Green House Green; gases implicated in the increase in global warming such
as carbon dioxide, methane, chlorinated carbons (CFCs)

Green levy See Climate Change levy

H, I, J, K
HOT lanes High occupancy traffic lanes: where only cars with 2 or more occupants are

allowed to drive on a specified lane or are not charged fee.

Hub A consolidation point / facility normally provided by the VM for its suppliers.

Heijunka The creation of a "level schedule" by sequencing orders in a repetitive pattern
and smoothing the day-to-day variations in total orders to correspond to
longer-term demand ..
Some type of level-scheduling is unavoidable at every producer, mass or lean,
unless the firm and all of its suppliers have infinite capacity and zero
changeover times.  However, lean producers tend to create excess capacity
over time as they free up resources and to work steadily at reducing
changeover times so the short-term discrepancy between the heijunka
schedule and actual demand is steadily minimized, aided by level selling.

ISDN Integrated systems digital network: A way of transmitting data over the public
telephone network without having to convert it to sound, allowing great
flexibility in the interconnection of networks with a high level of accuracy.

Just-in-time (JIT) A philosophy of manufacturing based on planned elimination of all waste and
continuous improvement of productivity.  It encompasses the successful
execution of all manufacturing activities required to produce a final product,
from design engineering to delivery and including all stages of conversion from
raw material onward.  The primary elements of Just-in-Time are to have only
the required when needed; to improve quality to zero defects; to reduce lead
times by reducing setup times, queue lengths, and lot sizes; to incrementally
revise the operations themselves; and to accomplish these things at minimum
cost.  In the broad sense, it applies to all forms of manufacturing, job shop
and process, as well as repetitive.  Syn: short-cycle manufacturing, stockless
production, zero inventories.

Kaizen The Japanese term for improvement; continuous improvement involving
everyone - managers and workers.  In manufacturing, kaizen relates to finding
and eliminating waste in machinery, labour, or  production methods.  See:
continuous process improvement.

Kanban A method of Just-in-Time production that uses standard containers or lot sizes
with a single card attached to each.  It is a pull system in which work centres
signal with a card that they wish to withdraw parts from feeding operations or
suppliers.  The Japanese word kanban loosely translated means card, billboard
or sign.  The term is often used synonymously for the specific scheduling
system developed and used by the Toyota Corporation in Japan.

L
LAN Local area network. Allows individuals to share information, printers and

programs improving the quality and accessibility of crucial information. (See
WAN).

Late configuration Delaying final assembly or compilation of a product as late as possible in the
time and/or the supply chain against receipt of a customer order.

Lean A consumer focused approach to the provision of effective solutions involving
the consumption of a minimum of resources.
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Lean enterprise The extended supply chain responsible for effectively satisfying consumer

requirements using a minimum of resources.

Lean thinking The process by which individuals can understand the need for, create and
implement a Lean enterprise.

Lean manufacturing A central theme is the elimination of waste. The ‘Lean principles’ include
specifying value from the point if view of the customer, identifying the value
stream, making value flow and only producing product according to customer
demand or ‘pull’.

LEV Low emission vehicle.

LPG Liquid Petroleum Gas; gas in liquid form used as alternative fuel with
emissions lower than conventional petrol and diesel.

M, N
Mapping The use of appropriate tools and technique to analyse the current situation in

any process.

Manufacturer order lead-time Time between manufacturer receiving order and the car being available for
distribution to dealer.

Market compound A storage compound where vehicles are stocked to:
a) Enable load consolidation to make economic loads for delivery to dealers.
b) To replace dealer stock which has been sold.
It is not a distribution centre.

Mass customisation The high volume production of customised products and services, as opposed
to standardised products.

MES Manufacturing execution systems:  Area of work critical to the operation of the
plant consisting of an integrated collection of applications described as
somewhere between controls and enterprise systems. MES is not available as
a commercially available product and has usually been developed by the VM
itself.

Milk-round Collection or delivery routed for multi-drop and pick-up.

Modularisation A process most prevalent in Europe where typically cockpits, seats, ‘front-end’
and doors are out-sourced by VMs to OEMs / Tier 1 suppliers. It is driven by
ergonomics, technical competitiveness, engineering resource leverag, unit cost
and asset reduction.

Module A group of physically adjacent components pre-assembled and tested before
fitting to the vehicle.

Monocoque A term given to describe the body construction of the vast majority of vehicles
produced today. It means ‘single skin’ where the outer panels contribute to
the load bearing support for the vehicle.

MPS Master production schedule:  The daily/weekly work schedule for building
cars, containing exact specification and order of production.

MRP Material requirements planning:
•  A set of techniques using bill of material data, inventory data, and the

master production schedule to calculate requirements for materials.
•  MRP makes recommendations to release replenishment orders for

material.  Further, because it is time-phased, it makes recommendations
to reschedule open orders when due dates and need dates are not in
phase.  Time phased MRP is accomplished by exploding the bill of
material, adjusting for inventory quantities on hand or on order, and
offsetting the net requirements by the appropriate lead times.

MRPll Manufacturing resource planning:
•  MRPll is a direct outgrowth and extension of closed loop MRP.  It is a

planning system for all resources of a manufacturing company.  Ideally, it
addresses operational planning in units, financial planning in money
terms, and provides simulation capability to answer "what if" questions.

•  MRPll offers a variety of functions, each linked together: business
planning, sales and operations planning, production planning, master
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production scheduling, material requirements planning, capacity
requirements planning, and the execution support systems for capacity
and material.

•  Output from these systems is integrated with financial reports such as the
business plan, purchase commitment report, shipping budget, and
inventory projections in financial terms.

Muda Any activity that consumes resources but creates no value.  A synonym for
waste.
The seven muda are Taiichi Ohno's original enumeration of the wastes
commonly found in physical production.  These are overproduction ahead of
demand, waiting for the next processing step, unnecessary transport of
materials (for example, between process villages or facilities), overprocessing
of parts due to poor tool and product design, inventories more than the
absolute minimum, unnecessary movement by employees during the course of
their work (looking for parts, tools, prints, help, etc.), and production of
defective parts.

Multi-franchise retailing Block Exemption currently allows Dealers to have more than one franchise,
but also allows manufacturers to insist upon separate management, separate
dealer accounts, and separate showroom.  There is no restriction on multi-
franchise service workshops, but such operations tend to have separate
workshops, though shared staff.

Necessary non value adding Non value adding activities which are necessary under the present operating
system or equipment.  They are likely to be difficult to remove in the short
term but may be possible to eliminate in the medium term by changing
equipment or processes.

Non value adding Those activities within a company or supply chain that do not directly
contribute to satisfying end consumers' requirements.  Useful to think of these
as activities which consumers would not be happy to pay for.

NRP Network resource planning:
Latest 'buzzword'.  Refers to interlinked and synchronised ERP systems, i.e. for
globally operating companies.

NOx Nitrous oxide; causes respiratory problems, influences production of acid rain.

O
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer: An organisation that has total strategic

control over the design and assembly of a product, module or sub-assembly.
Can imply the Vehicle Manufacturer (VM), although many Tier 1 suppliers
make ‘original equipment’ (OE) that is fitted directly on the line, requiring no
further value adding activity.

One to one marketing Marketing tailored to the individual customer using previous known
information to customise the offer.

Open order pipeline Allows dealers to locate stock orders/vehicles other than their own in order to
satisfy customer requirements.

Order ageing Days of ‘lateness of orders’ relative to the  planned date of manufacture from
the assembly line.

Order amendment The ability to change the specification of an order to customer requirements at
short notice before production.

Order wholesale The system by which the manufacturer requests an indicated number of
orders from a dealer at a set time or over a given period (usually once per
month).

OTD Order-to-delivery process

Outsourcing Devolving responsibility for various tasks including one or all of design,
engineering, manufacturing, assembly and delivery.

Overproduction Overproduction is either making too much, or too early or ‘just in case’.

P
PAHs PolycyclicAromaticHydrocarbons; carcinogenic particles produced from certain
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combustion processes.

PBS Painted body store:

PDI Pre delivery inspection as the last stock prior to hand-over to the customer

Perfection The pursuit of perfection is one of the five 'lean principles' (ref Womack &
Jones); the complete elimination of muda so that all activities along a value
stream create value.

Pipeline visibility How far upstream the front-end retailer can see in terms of product
availability, stage of production & order tracking. Can also be applied to any
stage of the supply chain where communication between functions is critical.

PM10’s Particulate matter smaller than 10 microns in diameter known to cause
respiratory problems in humans.

Postponement An operating concept that aims at delaying activities until actual customer
orders are received. 3 types are identified:

1. Time postponement – the delaying of activities until orders are received in
time.

2. Place postponement – delaying moving goods downstream until orders
are received.

3. Form postponement – delaying activities that determine the form and
function of  products until orders are received.

Pre-registration sales Cars registered which have no identifiable customer, either by the
manufacturer in order to meet market sales target, or by the dealer in order to
meet volume requirements for manufacturer bonus.

Prescribed Processes Industrial processes which produce emissions and/or discharges over a
specific level, such as using more than 1 tonne of solvent per annum

Product platform A design from which many derivative designs or products can be launched,
often over an extended period of time. Extensively used in the car industry
where a family of products share common components, modules,
manufacturing methods and technology.

Pull system In production, the production of items only as demanded for use or to replace
those taken for use.
In material control, the withdrawal of inventory as demanded by the using
operations.  Material is not issued until a signal comes from the user.
In distribution, a system for replenishing field warehouse inventories where
replenishment decisions are made at the field warehouse itself, not at the
central warehouse or plant.

Push system In production, the production of items at times required by a given schedule
planned in advance.
In material control, the issuing of material according to a given schedule or
issuing material to a job order at its start time.
In distribution, a system for replenishing field warehouse inventories where
decision making is centralised, usually at the manufacturing site or central
supply facility.

Q, R, S
QRM/P Quick response manufacturing / programme :

A system of linking final retail sales with production and shipping schedules
back through the chain of supply; employs point-of-sale scanning and
electronic data interchange, and may use direct shipment from a factory.

Real-time order system A system with the ability to place customer orders on to the production factory
in real time.  In addition, updating of data for stocks, sales, auto
replenishment and flows through the supply chain on a real time or short,
regular interval (daily, hourly, etc).

Relationship marketing Third party marketing, marketing products and services tied into external
companies for mutual benefit. (See also CRM)

Repeaters Common vehicle specification that is often repeated during production.
(Compare with  ‘Strangers’ )
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Replacement order system System which automatically generates a replacement order at the

manufacturer for a dealer often to the same specification, whenever a vehicle
is registered by that dealer. Parallels with FMCG Real-Time Order System.

Residuals The ongoing predicted market value of used cars for resale.

Runner A product or product family having sufficient volume to justify dedicated
facilities or manufacturing cells.

Sales order lead time The time between a customer placing an order and the order being received
by manufacturing.

Satellites A subsidiary to the main dealership within a territory which usually majors on
servicing and/or used car sales.  A satellite does not have a separate
management and admin/accounts function.

Seven wastes A framework of seven types of activity that do not add value, originally
defined by the Toyota company (See Muda).

Showroom vehicle Unregistered vehicles displayed in the showroom, ultimately the current
minimum dealer stock other than vehicles in the process of being sold,
including PDI. These are counted as stock and are eventually sold to the
customer as new. Compare with ‘Demonstrator’.

Smarties          A vernacular term given to a random sequence of vehicle body colours as they
are sent through the paint shop and where there are no planned batches.

Solus Dealer A dealership selling products of one brand only on a specific, defined territory,
either from one site or with ‘hubs and satellites’ in the territory.

SOx Oxides of sulphur; influences the production of acid rain.

Spaceframe A method of body construction consisting of a 3-dimensional frame of
extruded aluminium or steel, onto which non load-bearing panels are
attached.

Strangers        A rare vehicle specification.

Supply Chain 1. The process from the initial raw materials to the ultimate consumption of
the finished product linking across supplier-user companies.

2. The functions within and outside a company that enable the value chain
to make products and provide services to the customer.

System (organisational) "An entity which can maintain some organisation in the face of change from
within or without (Rapaport)
"a set of objects or elements in interaction to achieve a specific goal" (Ryan)

System (vehicular) A group of components, not necessarily physically adjacent that have
functional links and combine together to influence an operational characteristic
of the vehicle.

T, U, V
TOLT Total order lead-time:  The average time between a customer ordering a

vehicle at a dealer, and the customer receiving the vehicle, given that it
proceeds through full build cycle at manufacture.

TPM Total preventative maintenance:
Preventive maintenance plus continuing efforts to adapt, modify, and refine
equipment to increase flexibility, reduce material handling, and promote
continuous flows.  It is operator-oriented maintenance with the involvement of
all qualified employees in all maintenance activities.

Transplant A car plant owned by a company that is foreign to the continent on which it is
located.

ULEV Ultra low emission vehicle.

User-chooser An individual who has the choice of any (or wide range) of new cars, although
he may not be financing the purchase (i.e. company car user, Motability
customer).

Value A capability provided to a customer at the right time at an appropriate price,
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as defined in each case by the customer.

Value adding Those activities within a company or supply chain that directly contribute to
satisfying end consumers, or those activities consumers would be happy to
pay for.

Value chain The functions within a company that add value to the products or service that
the organisation sells to the customer and for which it receives payment.

Value stream The specific activities required to design, order, and provide a specific product,
from concept to launch, order to delivery, and raw materials into the hands of
the customer.

Value steam mapping Identification of all the specific activities occurring along a value stream for a
product or product family.

Vehicle wholesale point The physical point at which a vehicle is invoiced to a dealer at the
commencement of his financial involvement.

VOC Volatile Organic Compound; hydrocarbons which are known to cause cancer –
produced by solvent use (paint plants) and incomplete combustion of fuels.

W, X, Y, Z
WAN Wide area network:  Allows communication of information between dispersed

facilities e.g. data centres or regional offices.

Waste All those activities that occur within a company or wider supply chain that do
not add to the value of a product or service supplied to a final consumer.
Sometimes called Muda.  See also Seven wastes.

ZEV Zero emissions vehicle.
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